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New. President
Douglas Orders Halt To
Cambodia Bombing Taday

Constantine Curris
Picked By Regents

4-

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Ledger & Times News Editor' "

The Murray State Board of Regents today named
Grant County, Ky., native, Constantine William
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"The high price of grain was animals, the land is high
By MIKE BRANDON
"The scarcity is what is and Calloway County Tuesday,
caused by the sale of grain to and machinery is expensive"
The weekly meeting of the Big
Other members of the Board of Regents are Alton
Ledger & Times Writer
"People have been allowed to making the prices go up and August 7, at two p.m. at the
Russia. The biggest mistake
M Club will be held Monday
Public Mitchell, Brownville, Ky.; Charles Howard,
County
long time make too much profit," Lamb when you get a good year for Calloway
night at 7:30 p.m. in the Carr
A year or so ago, it would we've made in a very
come
Mayfield; E.G. Adams, Hopkinsville, Dave Curtis.
g to the middle production, they will
Library.
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soon be facing a severe

Electrical Problems
Overcome By Astronauts

Ford Says Surplus Funds Will
Not Cause Increase In Taxes

Mixed Reasons For Food Shortage

urged to attend this important
meeting about the MSU Football Kickoff Barbeque which
will be held August 19 in Stewart
Stadium.

The Weather
Today: sunny and warm with
high temperatures in the mid
80s. Fair and mild tonight, lows
In the low 60s Sunday will be
sunny and warmer with highs
in the mid and upper 80s.
Winds northerly, less than 10
pt lodaY.SPA CIIIIALLif4P1..A0_
light and variable tonight. The
outlook for Monday is partly
cloudy and very warm.

crisis.
But now, it is a reality and
every housewife who makes the
weekly jaunt to the supermarket can testify to that.
What has caused the high food
prices? Can anyone be blamed
for the situation?
Four people, selected at
random by the Ledger & Times'
man in the street, were asked
the following question: "Who do
you think is to blame kir the
current high food prices?"
Nick Thompson, a college
student erho lives at Shady-Oaks
Court, blamed the
Trailer
Nixon administration.
'7Ifilrertffe tidministrattonIs
to be blamed, not the farmer or
the producer," Thompson said.

people can't even buy food arid
as far as meat, I expect by the
end of this month, most of the
groceries won't even have meat
on their shelves," Thompson
predicted.
"It will get to the point where
hamburger will be $1.75 per
pound," Thompson added.
Otis Lamb, a retired farmer
who lives on Murray Route One,
said he didn't know whether one
person could be blamed for the
problem.
"I don't think that it is the
farmer; I think he is clear of
everything," Lamb said.
"It costs more to produce
meat than it used to," I
said.
"It costs more to feed the

housewife, who lives at 1702
Keenland Drive, was the final
person to be interviewed.
"I think it is probably a little
bit of everybody's fault," Mrs.
Willoughby said.
"It's the people's fault for
letting it get out of hand and the
president's fault for not stopping it and the farmers just
keep holding out for more
money," Mrs Willoughby
added.
Several other persons made
short comments on the problem
and they all shred one common
next yaw."
feeling: The rising prices of
-------food and the shortage of meat
just. got rid of too products ts becoming moreiamb and caused a shortage serious every day.
when things, get scarce,

guy might Make $60 a day and!
might make $12 a day but when
I go to the grocery store, I have
to pay just as much as he does.'
"Things ought to be equal,"
Lamb concluded.
Guy Smith, a retired Tapper
employee who lives on Aline
Route One, said the grair
shortage was the problem
"'Two or three years ago, we
had all of this grain stored up,
Smith said.
"When they got rid of the
surplus, we had a shortage
because the crops failed the

organizations in a wide area
Dr. Sparks, who could have
and have made two recordings remained as president under
of their music. At regular in- current regulations until he is
tervals they have presented a 70, agreed to remain on the job
program of gospel music to the until the board could name a
patients of the Murray Con- new president. Sparks has
valescent Division. They are advocated for several years a
presently working on a new retirement policy if Murray
album.
State which would require those
Mr. and Mrs. Perrin are the in administrative posts to retire
owners and operators of The at 65. Sparks turned 65 on July
Christian Book Store located on 27 of last year.
Chestnut Street. They are
Dr, Sparks succeeded Dr
members of the Kirksey Ralph H. Woods as president of
Methodist Church and reside on the university and was
Route 2, Murray.
inaugurated on Oct. 21. 1968 in
All Senior Citizens are invited the first inaugural ever held on
to come hear this outstanding the Murray Campus.
adSparks'
presentatioatd religious MOO, - During
a library spokesman said.
ministration, Murray's total

budget has more than doubled.
going from slightly over $8
million in 1967-68 to over $19
million this year.
The university enrollment has
fluctuated from year to year
and has increased only slightly
since 1968. Most of the
university's enrollment
problems are related to tl
state policy on out-of-state
students.
A Livingston, Ky., native.
Sparks is known as one of
Kentucky's most humorous
speakers an(, is one of the
state's most the after-dinner
speakers.
_Be was oaiLutted clan laude
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
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Phrases and Words,
In the flow of the English language-as Americans
use it-there is a certain smoothness of words that go
together in a familiar order. We have in mind such
words as "husband and wife," "cops and robbers,"
"male and female."-sequences that when reversed
do not sound "right."
Thus, we note with some distraction while walking
through the Yellow Pages of our telephone book
what seems to us to be irregular juxtapositions. For
example, if one looks for "nuts and bolts," he is
referred to "bolts and nuts." And looking for "tool
and diemakers" the reference is back to
"diemakers."
We do not hold that Ma Bell's publication is the
standard for language usage, but it should not fillywilly turn our phrases turvy-topsy. We are unwilling
to bear it and grin without having our so-say.—
Columbia (S.C.) State.

Ten Years Ago Today Occupational Safety And Health
LIMO=

TIMIS FILE

Deaths reported are Clynard Hamlin of Paducah,
today, Mrs. Lydia Williams. age 52, Detroit, August
2, and Mrs. Madge Rhodes, age 79, Colorado
Springs, Colorado, August 3.
Army Pvt. Jerry Muskgrow, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Muskgrow of Murray, is serving in Greenland.
Forty-three Murray merchants will participate in
the big sidewalk sale next Friday and Saturday.
Charles Ed Ahart of Murray, WOW District
manager, completed a district managers' school at
the Woodmen home office in Omaha, Nebraska, July
29 to August 2.

20 Years Ago Today
Limon& & telnra NILE

Honor students from Murray who graduated from
Murray State College at the close of the summer
term were Odum Bradford Boone, Jr., Jacqueline
Gardner Shroat, Clegg Farmer Austin, and Mildred
Louise Gas.
• A thousand boys and girls in the first six grades of
the Murray School District will be examined at the
Calloway County Health Department during August.
Mrs. Eaf Huie is attending the National Gift Show
at Chicago. Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Underwood announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Mary Ann, to Allen Russell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Duell P. Russell.

30YearsAgo
ThisWeek
oreAses-e-rtiseedraz
Deaths reported are Mrs. Lura Phillips, age 60,
Mrs. Effie Sherman, and Mrs. Clara Burkeen, age
60.
Twenty-one of the Calloway men in the July call by
the Selective Service were accepted for duty with
sixteen to the Army,four to the Navy and one to the
Coast Guard.
Miss Jane Sexton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Sexton, received her Master's degree in music from
the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music.
' Births reported this week include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Story on July 30, boy to Mr. and Mrs.
George Black on July 31, boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Evans on August 1; girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jess Parrish
on August 3, and girl.to Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughnon July 31.
Mesdames Joel Crawford, Otis Workman. Leon
Chambers, Clifton Key,and Vernon Butterworth are
.new officers of the Lynn Grove Homemakers Club.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
,
1

And we know that all things work together for
good to them that love God, to them who are called
according to his purpose.—Romans 8:2X

Thousands of good men have wrestled a blessing
from disaster—God helping them.

Isn't li-The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

Over the many centuries, poets, philosophers ,and
.theologians have said that man is here on earth but
}for a short time and is destined to return to earth as
}dIsi.
inan is in-realita
:
;.pulsing, breathing, laughing-or-crying, self0
0-propagsfirrg glob of live dirt.
"Dust thou art, and unto dust
tliou shalt return."
—Genesis III. 19

10_
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Workers Aim Mainly At Retailers
Labor Department agents first quarter, and in conenforcing the department's struction, 33 per cent.
interpretation of the OcWhile the NFIB surveys do
cupational Safety and Health not give any concrete indication
Act have apparently made as to just why the Labor
retailers the prime target.
Department agents are conThiszir-Nindicated in data centrating on retailers, there
--obtained by the continous field are some assumptions drawn
survey of the National from volunteer comments by
Federation of Independent respondents.
Business from the 75,720
There have been continual
respondents for the first six complaints that the Labor
months of this year, about Department regulations go far
equally divided between the afield from the legitimate needs
first and second quarters.
of safety and health, with a
Although retailing has never large share of the rules purely
been considered a particularly frivolous. Manufacturers and
with
their
hazardous operation, with the contractors,
possible exception of shopper knowledge of technical matters,
crushes on "bargain days", and are apparently fighting such
there is no evidence that frivolous regulations with the
agents
becoming
retailing has contributed result
significantly to industrial ac- somewhat "gun-shy" about
cidents, independent retailers tangling with employers whose
are being hard hit by the agents. technical knowledge is superior
The data shows that between to that which they possess.
This could possibly explain, it
the first and second quarters of
the year there was a jump of 29 is felt, the concentration on
per cent in the number of retailers as a means of mainretailers cited with being in taining a daily volume with less
violation, and a 250 per cent chance of of having arbitrary
.
increase in the number that rulings exposed.
A grocer in a small Colorado
were assessed fines and costs
community reports to the
for making changes.
Federation,"As a small businsS
In the first quarter, NFIB I favor some relief in the OSHA
surveys show 24 per cent of the program-1 don't mind con-retailers were found in violation forming to safety standards but
and 4 per cent were assessed would at least like the opfines and other costs to comply portunity to talk to an inspector
with agent edicts. In the second prior to being fined for nonquarter, this jumped to 31 per compliance when 1 don't know
cent of the retailers being cited all the rules."
and 10 per cent assessed. The
Another grocer in a small
average cost per retailer for Nebraska community comfines arid to make the changes ments, "Please
support
demanded also jumped over 300 amendments to OSHA that will
per cent, from an average of keep us little guys in business,
$1,128 the first quarter to $3,655 and keep the ('Little Caesar'
the second quarter.
inspector from being lawyer.
Paradoxically,
in
the judge, and jury when he invocations usually considered spects a place of business."
the most accident prone,
A Florida insurance broker
manufacturing
con- says, "OSHA is exceeded as
and
struction, the citations took a pertains being helpful, pracsubstantial
drop.
In tical, economical, and the use of
manufacturing, citations common sense only by the ratio
dropped 26 per cent over the of service, costs, and efficiency

Contracts Awarded At Center
FRANKFORT, Ky. — ConThe present building has been
tracts amounting to more than sold to the state Department of
$1 million have been awarded Public Safety and will be used
for the construction of a new for that department's service
operational maintenance shop and supply section.
and a new armory building at
the Boone National Guard
The Daniel Engineering and
Center in Frankfort.
Construction Company of
The Breeden Construction Versailles has been awarded a
Company of Lexington has been contract of $207,830 for the
awarded a contract for $822,905 construction of the maintenance
for the construction of the 36.586 shop which will contain 4,600
square foot armory building square feet. The bid also inwhich will be used for storage of cludes the construction of a
equipment and for training parking lot and roadway. The
purposes. The contract also National Guard Center has been
includes two parking lots and a using a temporary storage
roadway.
building for its maintenance
The present building, which operation which, according to
was completed in 1958, has White, has also become
become inane/gone .because of inadequate._
the number of national guard
Construction of both buildings
units who must use it, according
to IA. Col. Marshall White, is underway. The armory is to
Director of the Facilities be finished by July 22, 1974 and
Division of the National Guard the maintenance shop _by. April
18, 1974.
Center

of our U.S. Post Office system.
Surplus of chiefs—shortage of
Indians—a farce."
A small electrical contractor
in upstate New York claims,"I
feel the OSHA regulations are
the most dangerous to business
and do not give the employee
any rights to protect himself.
They should be repealed and
start over with a more fair bill.
Safety is important but this is
more than safety. The independent contractor is made
responsible for items outside his
control."

ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Caution and conservatism
stressed. Above all, avoid
persons who are impulsively
taking risks.
TAURUS
1.
1 Apr. 21 to May 21) 64€6$
Mixed influences. You may
encounter some frustrating
situations during the a.m. but
the tide will turn in your favor
later in the day.
GEMINI
May 72 to June 21)
Some misunderstandings
presaged in unexpected areas.
Counteract with poise, tact and
a sincere desire to clear the air.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) COO
Some new trends in the
making. Study carefully and be
sure to check all propositions
before accepting. Romance and
travel favored.
LEO
(July 24 to Atig..23) J2ft
Teamwork strewed now. Fall
in line with the aims of
associates and you'll find that
cooperative efforts bring fine
results.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some tension indicated. Avoid
highly strung or neurotic
persons, and keep out of
situations
which
could
needlessly involve you in
others' problems.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
hint
A
of
dynamics, !
restlessness in the air. A time to
avoid extremes, to stress that .
Libran poise of yours.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. fl)
A better-than-average day -one which encourages your best
efforts. Stretch the imagination
without overplaying it. Concentrate on new methods, ideas.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
41
0
Auspicious for just about
anything that strengthens the
link between men of good will
and counteracts indiscretion,
hotheadedness and intolerance.

CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
You can coast an your laurels
if you do not actually waste time
or dissipate talents. The restful
day is also useful, indulged with
proper purpose.
AQUARIUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A fine Uranus aspect encourages your particular knowhow, sensitivity to situations
and reasoning powers. These
are winners always — but
especially now
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some situations complicated.
Be sure you have all the facts
before making decisions.
Whether day is for recreation or
you have strenuous tasks,
remain serene.

)(Cr

YOU BORN TODAY are one
of the most versatile of all
Leoites — and that is saying a
lot. You have so many talents
and so much imagination that
you may find it difficult, at first,
to find your proper niche in life.
Once you have found it,
however, there is no limit to the
heights you can attain. You
would make an excellent writer,
a brilliant actor, a dynamic
lawyer or statesman, but can
also shine in the business world
where your organizing and
executive abilities, coupled with
your gifts of leadership,

salesmanship and promotion
would take you to the top in a
most dramatic way. Traits to
fault-finding,
curb
overaggressiveness and obstinacy. Birthdate of: Guy de
Maupassant, French writer;
Kinglake,
Alex
English
historian; Robert Taylor, film
star.
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Miss Glenda Kell
Bible Ceremony"
Miss Glenda Kelly,
elect of Don Rowlett,
honored with a "White
Ceremony", by Acteens of
Grove Baptist Church.
Kelly has assisted in 1
ship of this group for the
year, and this was their
ding gift to her.
A beautiful candlelight
vice was held at the church
green, gold and white
theme for Acteens was
throughout. Candies
lighted in the windows
church, and the main tabl
covered with a gold
topped with green net. A I
Bible and massive candl
used as centerpiece.
The processional was
by Mrs. Charles Simmons
Charlie Simmons presen
opening ceremony.
A beautiful floral tribe
given about the meaning
bride's bouquet. Mrs.
Henry, leader, presen Kelly with a lovely
white carnations, and
denia wristlet.
Tammy Outland ma
first floral presentation,
of the significance of the
bouquet. Cindy Knight
meaning of the white
Diane McCuistin told
carnation represente
yellow rose and its meani
even by Donna Srni
greenery by Sharon B
All Acteens presen
ILelly with a flower
and Bonnie Smith tied
with a green bow,
lovely permanent
kept by the recipient in
Of her wedding bouquet
Mrs. Albert Crider,
of Elm Grove WMU,
first candle in recog
Miss Kelly's Christian e
and candles were
stressing Christian
creating a new home,
preciation for service d
far. These candles wer
in turn by Martha
Anita Chaney, Brenda
and Melinda Falke
Sandra Simmons and
Richardson sang "I'
With God". Miss RI
played the accompa
piano. Mrs.
the
Richardson
presentation of the
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Fast

Your Individual Horoscope

(FORM

Frances Drake

FOR MONDAY,AUGUST

A DIVISION OF

1973

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

WHILE-YOU-WA

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Study reasons for existing
limitations. Concentrate on
significant issues without
ARIES
neglecting minor items. A good
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
period for tackling jobs that
You may be tempted by a
require patience.
business offer, but find out just
CAPRICORN
what it entails. Above all, don't
iDec. 22 to Jan. 20) 14/4
fall for any get-rich-quick
If you missed the mark
schemes. somewhere, review causes and
TAURUS
effects. A change in methods
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tika
' and reasoning
may
be
'Keep emotions under stern necessary. A new day for
control. Any tendency to "fly off achievement sod a new way is
the handle" could result in before you.
serious misunderstandings.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 1141
9
- Avoid any urge to take foolish
Curb an inclination to take on chances, but do not be so
more than you can reasonably hesitant that you lose a golden
handle. You will only scatter opportunity. Foresightedness
energies and accomplish less in needed.
PISCES
the long run.
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
Avoid extremes arid don't
(June 22 to July 231 49
0 misjudge others' intentions or
A conflict between business actions. Work
may seem
and personal affairs may bring strenuous, people
around you
on some tension. You can more difficult
to get along with,
counter by isolating the but YOU
can cope-with days Like
essential and getting it out of this.
way.
the
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
endowed with an innate quality
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4afg of
leadership; are high-spirited,
Stellar influences favor
imaginative and, with your
business and financial affairs.
great love of beauty, music and
Day will be especially good for
the theater, would hardly be
making
long-term
com- attracted to
any vocation which
mitments and handling real
precluded all three. The theater
estate matters. '
should be your first choice — as
VIRGO
actor, producer, director — but
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) liP th you may well write, in which
( A day in which to make new case, you will inject both beauty
starts — in new directions; to and drama into your work. Your
lead rather than to follow flair for the dramatic may also
Stellar influences favor all lead you into becoming a
pioneering efforts.
brilliant trial lawyer and, in
business, you would make an
LIBRA
outstanding executive. Birth( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Especially favored now: date of • Daniel O'Connell, Irish
Educational pursuits, travel, statesman; Alfred(Lord)
research. Achievement is Tennyson, English poet; Robert
possible in out-of-the-ordinary Mitchum, film star; Lucille
Ball, comedienne.
ways and places.
• • •
youn PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
SCORPIO
FOR 1973 For a
Jai pow
forecast an. healltt.. wroattb. Wee sod
("Oct. 74 to Nov 221
marriage, fond Si 00 plus if cards in
Splendid aspects stimulate
coin for posted, and handling lo
Horoscope Ikea Oaportniont,
artistry and encourage new
Old Clurtaft• Station. New York, N Y
1001i. nuintioning ntis
tries at enterprises which may
Print your NAME. ADDIrtirrtrf,
have failed before but still have
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Miss Glenda Kelly Honored With "White
Bible Ceremony" By Elm Grove Acteens
Miss Glenda Kelly, brideelect of Don Rowlett, was
honored with a "White Bible
Ceremony", by Acteens of Elm
Grove Baptist Church. Miss
Kelly has assisted in leadership of this group for the past
year, and this was their wedding gift to her.
A beautiful candlelight service was held at the church. The
green, gold and white color
theme for Acteens was used
throughout. Candles were
lighted in the windows of the
church, and the main table was
covered with a gold cloth,
topped with green net. A lovely
Bible and massive candle was
used as centerpiece.
The processional was played
by Mrs. Charles Simmons. Bro.
Charlie Simmons presented the
opening ceremony.
A beautiful floral tribute was
given about the meaning of the
bride's bouquet. Mrs. Charles
'Henry, leader, presented Miss
Kelly with a lovely corsage of
white carnations, and a gardenia wristlet.
Tammy Outland made the
first floral presentation, telling
of the significance of the bride's
bouquet. Cindy Knight gave the
meaning of the white rose,
Diane McCuistin told what a red
carnation represented, the
yellow rose and its meaning was
even by Donna Smith, and
greenery by Sharon Buchanan.
All Acteens presented Miss
Kelly with a flower described,
and Bonnie Smith tied them all
with a green bow, creating a
lovely permanent bouquet to be
Wept by the recipient in memory
Of her wedding bonqttet.
Mrs. Albert Crider, president
of Elm Grove WMU,lighted the
first candle in recognition of
Miss Kelly's Christian example,
and candles were lighted
stressing Christian Service,
creating a new home, and appreciation for service done thus
far. These candles were lighted
in turn by Martha Outland,
Anita Chaney, Brenda Outland
and Melinda Falkerson,
Sandra Simmons and Willette
Richardson sang "I'll Walk
With God". Miss Richardson
played the accompaniment on
the piano. Mrs. Henry
Richardson
made
the
presentation of the White Bible

Married For Fifty Years

to Miss Kelly, and Mrs. Crider
challenged her to continued
Christian service in her new
home.
The program closed with the
congregation singing the WMU
theme,"We've a Story to Tell to
The Nations," and prayer by
Bro. Simmons.
A beautiful tea table was
presided over by Misses Rita
Chaney, Karen McCuiston and
Kathey Kelly. Also assisting in
the program but not previously
mentioned was Sandra Stom,
Mrs. Wilbur Weston assisted in
directing the overall program.

By Abigail Van Buren
Clamor Trllo•••-N. Y. N•Tri Snit. loc.

DEAR ABBY - Our brother is 21 He just graduated
from college, and has a job that pays him 8100 a week.
Brother wants to live at home with our parents. They think
it will teach Brother a sense of responsibility if he pays
them 875 a month for his room and board
Since Brother Is the oldest of six children, what goes
for him will probably go for the rest of us
We don't think children should have to pay to live with
someone they love.
Our Whole family would like to know how you feel
THE OTHER KIDS
about this.
DEAR KIDS: How long should an able-bodied, gainfully
employed 21-year-old expect to live with Mama and Papa
for free? Six months? A year? Forever? Circumstances and
opinions differ in all families, however, reasonable people
should be able to agree to terms that will satisfy both the
lover and the lovers.

Summer Social Held
By Xi Alpha Delta.
At Requarth Cabin
The XI Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
summer social on Saturday,
July 28, at the cabin of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerry Requarth on
Kentucky Lake.
Thirteen members and their
families were present. Boat
riding and swimming was
enjoyed by the children and a
pot luck supper was served in
the
Members present with their
families were Mesdames
Charles Chilcutt, Tommy
Brown, Wallace Ford, Richard
Ford, Joe Ginn, Ray }Goss,
Charles Lowery, John Faulk,
Gerry
Bruce
Requarth,
Thomas. William Williams,
Bobby Wilson, and Danny
Workman.

DEAR ABBY . I am a 20-year-old girl, living alone.
I date a guy who is 20 and lives at home. He called and
some relatives had come in from out of town and wanted to
stay all night, but they were short of room at his house so
he told his mother he would sleep at a friend's house. Well,
the "friend" happened to be me.
When he asked if he could sleep here, I said: "Sure,"
thinking I'd put him up on the sofa. When it became apparent that he thought he was going to share my bed, I said:
"Nothing doing."
He said I was "undersexed" and I threw him out of the
house. He hasn't called me since.
LINDA
--.(ibrn I undersexed?
• -•-•
DEAR LINDA: No. He's over optimistic.

VLS MORS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. David Berman
of Indianapolis are house guests
this weekend of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Berman. They plan on
touring many points of interest
in Murray and surrounding
areas.

DEAR ABBY: A mother wrote that her daughter wanted to be married in the park by a justice of the peace. She
says her daughter doesn't believe in anything, and neither
does the young man. Your answer was absolutely right. A
civil ceremony is the only appropriate one.
What puzzles so many of the clergy today is why so
many people completely ignore the church, but when it
comes to being married and buried, they want a minister.
I am a retired Episcopal priest and admit that I have
officiated at many such weddings and funerals, but I am
still not sure whether I was showing Christian charity or
EPISCOPALIAN PRIEST
moral cowardice by doing so

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Lucille Garland of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
DISMISSED, HOSPITAL
Chester Mitchuson of Hardin
Route One has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

DEAR PRIEST I would be inclined to say you showed
Christian charity.
DEAR MIRY. Win had a phrase in your column which
fits me to a "T." People who are "terrific in bed, hut lousy
otherwise."
My husband picked me up on a street corner. I was 18,
and looking for adventure. He had just been discharged
from the Army after three years in Europe, and was looking for some excitement. We didn't waste much time getting to know each other. I was amazed at his virility, and
he was flattered by my honest need for him.
To make a long story short, we were married, but
because I was such a pushover from the beginning, he
never really trusted me out of his sight.
Thank heavens we could afford domestic help, because
I was the world's worst cook. My talent was in the bedroom. After 27 years, it still is.
My husband is afraid if he loses his virility. I'll leave
him for a younger man, and I'm afraid when his sexual
appetite tapers off, he won't want me anymore because
that's all I'm good for.
_
So, take it from a woman whose only talent is in the
BEEN THERE
bedroom. It's not enough.
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Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons
Mr and Mrs. Oren Simmons of Hazel Route Two will be
honored on their fiftieth wedding anniversary with an open house
at their home in the New Providence community, approximately
nine miles southeast of Murray on Highway 893 South, on Sunday,
August 12,from two to five o'clock in the afternoon.
The couple was married August 11, 1E23, in Buchanan, Term., by
Squire John Ligons. Mr. and Mrs. Reale (11a Hutson) Davenport
• --•
of Hazel were their only attendants.•-Mrs. Simmons is the youngest child of Min and EIMpbeth
Hutson, now deceased. Mr. Simmons, son of the late Lucian and
Jessie Simmons, is the supervisor for the Calloway County Road
Department.
The Simmons' have one daughter, Mrs. • Louis ( Sue) Carr of
Benton, two grandchildren, Mrs. Randle (Wanda ) Griggs and
Mike Carr, both of Benton, and one great grandchild, Amanda
Griggs, also of Benton.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out of town
Invitations are being sent.

Saturday, August 4
Tickets for
the gala
homecoming of Douglas School
will be sold at the Rutledge
Funeral Home. The event is
planned for August 11.

WMU of First Baptist Church
will sponsor an open meeting
following the evenircworehip
services when Rebecca Tarry
will give a presentation of her
work as a journeyman in Hong
Kong.

Phone 753-90E4

TBIRTHS4
WARREN GIRL

Mr, and Mrs. Thomas E.
Warren Of Murray Route One
are the parents of a baby girl,
Regina Lynn, weighing seven
pounds one ounce, born on
Sunday, July 29, at 5:07 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Warren of Murray
Route Eight, Mrs. Jenner Lee of
Murray Route Three, and
Armon Lee of Hazel Route Two.
Great grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Bert Williams of
Murray and Mrs. Frances
Warren of Mayfield.

Vacation Bible School will
open for all ages at 7:15 p.m. at
the Friendship Church of
Christ.

Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
Local night will be held at the have its luncheon meeting at the
Frank Harris Open Air Gospel club house at 11:30 a.m.
Singing Drive-in, six miles east
of Hardin on Highway 80, at
Tuesday, August 7
eight p.m.
Group U of First Christian
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 F & Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Clyde Jones at two
AM will meet at seven p.m.
p.m. with Mrs. W. Hawkins
Breakfast will be served at Valentine as cohostess and Mrs.
the Oaks Country Club at 7:30 Lassie Pickard in charge of the
a.m. Hostesses will be Burlene program.
Brewer, Nell Tackett, and
Murray Assembly No. 19
Karen Hargrove.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Sunday, August 5
Mr.and Mrs. Otis Loftin of 204 seven p.m.
South 15th Street will celebrate
Murray TOPS Club will meet
their golden wedding anniversary with an open house at at the Health Center at seven
their home from two to four p.m.
p.m.

Mr. -and Mrs-. Roland
Goodgion will be honored with a
For Abby's booklet. "Row to Have a Lovely Weddlag."_ ,reeeption in celebration of their
itreh wedding anniversary at
seed $1 to Abby, Box MSS, Los Aageles, Cat VIM.
the Murray Woman's Club
House from two to four pin, all
•
friends and relatives are invited.

Week Long Diy Minks Specials .
Coats
Dresses

Mrs. Pete Carlisle Named Director
Of The Blood River Baptist WMU

Living arrangements
are a family decision

11111111111111Wws
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Monday, August 6
Licensed Practical Nurses
will meet in the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at seven p.m.
with Mrs. Nadine Turner
speaking on the point system for
License Renewal for LPN's.
Kathleen Jones Group of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Myrtle Wall
at 7:15 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., for nervous
and former mental patients will
be held at the Mental Health
Center, Main Street, at 7:30
p.m. Note change of meeting
place.
United Methodist Women of
the Coldwater Church will meet
at the church at 7:30 p.m.

SCOTT
DRUG
----- CHESTNUT STREET

The quarterly meeting of the
Blood
River
Association
Womens Missionary Union was
held at the Altona Baptist
Church, Marshal/ County, July
23 at 10:00 a.m. Ninety-one
members attended.
The meeting was called to
order by Mrs. Crawford Ray,
director.
As this was the "Youth in
Charge," music was under the
direction of Flint Baptist
Church. The pianist was Miss
Gina Hopkins; song leader was
Susan lines: song was "Heralds
of Christ".
Mrs. E. Powell brought the
welcome from the host church.
Mrs. Kenneth Capps and three
girls from Calvert City Church
held the prayer and praying.
Each girl chose one missionary
to write on their birthday and
praying for the certain one each
day. Those helping Mrs. Capps
were Miss Cris Cleaver, Sharon
Mays, and Marsha Morris.

Willie Johnson - Flint,
Baptist Women - Mrs. M. W.
Fulkerson - Elm Grove.
Baptist Young Women - Mrs.
John H. Belt - Murray First.
Acteens - Mrs. Kenneth Capps
- Calvert City.
Girls In Action - Mrs. Richard
Vance - Hazel.
Mission Friends - Mrs.
Donald Basharn - Briensberg.
Secretary and Treasurer Mrs. W. Paul Dailey, Sr. Hazel.

International Student work:
Mrs. W. A. Erwin - Kirksey,
Mrs. Harvey Cupl Briensberg,
Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger - Murray
First,
Ola
Mae
Miss
Roberts - Cherry Corner, and
Mrs. Crawford Ray - Cherry
cnenpt,
Mission Support - Mrs.
William Strong - Blood River.
Child Care - Mrs. R. G.
Redmon - First Missionary
Benton.
Camp - Mrs. Albert Crider The devotion was given by Elm Grove.
Miss Terri Dick of Grace
Mrs. Richard Clements,
Church, Murray. She gave "Oh Missionary from Ecuador,
the
Jersalem Jerusalem, Oh brought
missionary
Israel" using Matthew 21 as the message and closed by singing
"He Touched Me."
scripture setting.
Presentation and dedication
Mrs. Crawford Ray closed
the following new W M U with prayer.
The next quarterly meeting
officers was made:
Director - Mrs. Pete Carlisle - will be held in October at the
Grace Baptist Church in
Kirksey Church.
&glaciate Director - Mrs. Murray.

Gospel Meeting
August 6-12
7:30 p.m.

Hickory Grove
Church of Christ
Guest Speaker

BRO. DEAN
CRUTCHFIELD
from Trenton, Term.
(formerly of Green Plain
Church of Christ)

* Singing
Aug. 12
at 2:30 *
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-Prices Good
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Red &White

303 Can

Fruit Cocktail 29'
Pineapple
39'
Tom's
Potato Chips
Twth bag 49'
Del Monte
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No. 2
can
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WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
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Dove Season
To Open
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Sportsmen,
Be Careful!

ins IN
feathers
by Jerry Allen

1973
FRANKFORT—The
dove hunting season will open
September 1, and run through
October 31, with the second
portion of the split season from
,
4-x4C%
, o:ortoiom.::4444
December 1, through December kak.V.f4.50:oorcsSfee,mc
-S1-1.0,=*-WWthile1if
Department
9, according to the
Resources.
of Fish and Wildlife
for the
limit
bag
The daily
upcoming Season will be 12
Stan Sloan
being near the deadly end of the
doves, with a possession limit of
Fellows, it's time to take to Wednesday night,
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hunter
more
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two
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days
gun.
ment
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or
if
tourna
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a
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of
After
No.
the
24 birds.
the ledges for ole Mr.
County sportsmen can brag
to cross the fence, one should
of hunting, possession limits you wanna get a bite. Some in the nation at the present
fairly good safety record when
hold both guns while the "Aber
apply to transporting doves but fishermen are getting more time. The meeting will be at
It comes to the great outdoors,
then
He
fence.
the
climbs
what
7:00 p.m. at Captain's Kitchen.
do not permit an excess of the than bites.
but always keep in mind
passes the guns to his comYou squirrel hunters that are
Fred Herndon
daily bag limit in the field.
and
Jones
Don
you know about a gun or bow
and climbs over himself.
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for
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but
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hurt
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them
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12
Lakes, beware of the "seed
from
what you don't know about
this summer and only
action of a gun or even unload it
hour before sunset, prevailing that weighed 38 pounds. Wow! ticks," they're extremely bad
can kill you.
before attempting to cross
time -Regulations also prohibit now that's a stringer. Don says this year. And if you do get ern,
As with most activities safe
fence.
guns
of
shooting with any shotgun he's got a special honey hole you can plan on lots of scratkeeping and safe use
It is a matter of pride to the
capable of holding more than and a 5 to 1 Garcia reel that ching. Stop by the information
begins with common sense and
that he can hit what he
hunter
three shells, or shooting over a makes the difference.
trailer at L.B.L. ad pick up a
courtesy.
more imeven
But
at.
shoots
should
baited field, which is defined as
Jerry Mc- helpful pamphlet on seed ticks
and
Polley
When not in use, guns
Dub
portant for him is knowing
any field where corn, wheat, Connel took some real lunkers While you're at it get your small
be Stored in a sturdy cabinet
precisely what his target is. Too
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and
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FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for Al Sports
If paste a hunter, ask abot.ii-eiat
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Jeep Puts
You There!
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BODY SHOP, Inc.
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Cain Lireas
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American Motors Dealei
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1301 Chestnut

753-3134

Weiskopf
New York Takes 7-3 Decision
Over St. Louis; Mays Homers
Leads In
Westchester
HARRISON, N.Y.( AP) —
Tom Weiskopf shook his head
in mock dismay.
"I just can't get a break—not
a one," he said in wry humor,
then talked about "the luckiest
three I ever made in my life"
en route to a 64 and the firstround lead in the $25,000 Westchester Golf Classic.
His eight-under-par effort—
matching the best score on his
current fantastic string—gave
him a three-stroke advantage
going into today's second round
in this rain-delayed event. Thursday's scheduled opening
round was washed out by a
two-inch rain that left the hills
and swells of the 6,614-yard
Westchester
Country
Club
course slick and treacherous to
the big gallery of more than
20,000.
Weiskopf, who has won the
British and Canadian Opens
and three other titles in his last
eight starts, held a commanding lead over a group of a halfdozen tied for second at 67 in
this event that offers a $50,000
-first prize.
The unlikely leader of that
group was 57-year-old Jerry
Barber.
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The St. Louis Cardinals were
hit by the flu bug.. and then
stung by Willie Mays' bat.
The bug laid them low and
Mays' three-run homer laid
them out as the New York Mets
took a 7-3 decision Friday
night.
Before the National League
game at Shea Stadium, Manager Red Schoendienst and 11
members of the East4eading
Cardinals were reported suffering from a flu epidemic which
affected their noses, throats
and chests.
Included in this stricken
group were starters Joe.Torre,
Ted Sizemore, Ken Reitz, Bernie Carbo and Friday night's
starting pitcher, Rich Folkers.
They all played, though.
Mays slugged his home run,
fifth this year and No. 659 of
his career, in the seventh inning to turn a tense, one-run
game into an easy triumph for
.Ion Matlack.
"I was just looking for something fast.. and there it was,"
said Mays of his crushing blast
off St. Louis reliever Diego

Segui
The loss cut the Cardinals'
lead to 2/
1
2 games as the second-place Chicago Cubs stopped
the Montreal Expos 3-0. Elsewhere in the National League,
the Houston Astros won the
first game of a doubleheader
from the Cincinnati Reds 1-0 in
10 innings before losing the
nightcap 11-5; the Pittsburgh
Pirates stopped the Philadelphia Phillies 3-1; the Atlanta
Braves nipped the San Diego
Padres 5-4 and the Los Angeles
Dodgers blanked the San Francisco Giants 3-0.
Astros 1-5. Reds 0-11
Cesar Cedeno drove in the
only run of the game with a
sacrifice fly in the lOth inning
to give Houston a 1-0 victory
over Cincinnati in the first
game of their doubleheader.
Don Wilson pitched a four-hitter for the Astros.
The Reds won the second
game 11-5 with a seven-run rally in the seventh keyed by Pete
Rose's three-run double.
Pirates 3, Phillies 1
Willie Stargell and Manny
Sanguillen blasted home runs to
carry Pittsburgh past Phila-

delphia 3-1. Rookie John Morlan, recently called up from the
minors, earned his first major
league victory with relief help
from Ramon Hernandez.
Morlan had given up only
four hits through seven innings
before leaving.
Cubs 3, Expos 0
Rick Reuschel pitched a fourhitter and drove in a run to
lead Chicago to a 3-0 victory
over Montreal
Braves 5, Padres 4
Darrell Evans knocked in the
winning run with a basesioaded
single in the ninth to carry Atlanta over San Diego 5-4.
Dodgers 3, Giants 1
Andy Messersmith pitched a
three-hitter to pace Los Angeles
to a 3-0 triumph over San Francisco
In the American League, Boston beat Baltimore 8-5 in the
first game of a doubleheader
before losing the second game
8-2; Detroit stopped New York
7-2; Cleveland walloped Milwaukee 9-4; Kansas City
trimmed .Minnesota 4-2; Chicago topped Texas 5-3 and Oakland nipped California 2-1 in 11
innings.

and start this Beautiful Set of
Crystal Stemware!

Kansas City Takes 4-2 Triumph
Standings Over Minnesota Twins On Friday
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1
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Friday's Games
Houston 1-5, Cincinnati 0-11,
1st 10 innings
Pittsburgh 3, Philadelphia 1
Chicago 3, Moadltaall 1
New York 7, St. Louis 3
Atlanta 5, San Diego 4
Los Angeles 3, San Francisco
0
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2
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2
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Friday's Games
Boston 8-2, Baltimore 5-8
Detroit 7, New York 2
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9 Milwaukee 4
_
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Oakland 2, California 1. 11 innings
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Mike Hegan and Bert Campaneris to beat the Angels.
Began. who took over at first
base when Gene Tenace left for
a pinch runner after a leadoff
double in the eighth for Oakland's first hit, opened the Ilth
with a double, was sacrificed to
third and sisored when Campaneris blooped a two-out double
to center.
Red Sox 8-2, Orioles 5-8
Dwight Evans and Rico Petrocelli delivered two-run singles
Elsewhere in the American as the Red Sox scored seven
League, the Oakland A's nipped times in the fourth inning to
the California Angels 2-1 in 11 erase a four-run deficit and
innings, the Baltimore Orioles take their opener for Luis
dropped the opener of a twi- Tiant's 14th victory, although
nighter to the Boston Red Sox he yielded home runs to Earl
8-5 but bounced back to take Williams and Terry Crowley.
the nightcap 62. the Detroit Ti- * The Orioles fell behind 2-6 in
gers trimmed the New York the first inning of the nightcap
Yankees 7-2, the Cleveland In- but tied it against Dick Pole,
dians whipped the Milwaukee making his major league debut.
Brewers 1 9-4 and the Chicago before he could retire a batter
White Sex downed the Texas on singles by Mark Belanger,
Rangers 5-3.
Rich Coggins, Tommy Davis
and Boos Powell.
A's 2, Angels 1
Tigers 7, Yankees 2
The A's, held to one hit for 10
Detroit struck for four runs
innings by Bill Singer, got an
11th-inning run on doubles by in the second inning, two on a

Associated Press Sports Writer
Minnesota has a whole team
af•Twins but-Shey--wersialona-in
Friday night by a couple of
Kansas City twosomes.
John Mayberry smashed his
22nd homer, driving in his major league-leading 86th and 87th
runs, and Amos Otis drove in a
run and scored one, powering
the Royals to their sixth
straight victory, a 4-2 triumph
over the Twins.

Lions Topple Redskins As Duane
Thomas Makes Washington Debut
By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
Duane Thomas made his first
National Football League appearance since leading Dallas
to it'sSuper Bowl victory over a
year ago, but it didn't help
Washington very much as the
Redskins were upended by the

Paducah And Campbellsville
Fall In First Round Action
The American Legion Sectional Baseball Tournament
began yesterday on the campus
of Murray State University at
Reagan Field.
The first game of the afternoon found Bowling Green
taking a 4-3 win over Campbellsville.

throwing error by shortstop
Gene Michael and two on RBI
singles by Aurelio Rodriguez
and Tony Taylor, while Mickey
lolich spaced five hits to lift
the Tigers past the Yankees
into second place.
Indians 9, Brewers 4
The first of Oscar gamble's
two home runs climaxed a tiebreaking four-run uprising in
the sixth inning that lifted the
Indians over the Brewers. Buddy Bell also hornered for Cleveland while Darrell Porter hit a
three-run shot for Milwaukee in
the first inning.
White Sox 5, Rangers 3
Jorge Orta singled in the goahead run in the eighth inning,
sparking the White Sox over
the Rangers and no-hit Jim
Bibby.
In the National
League, Los Angeles blanked
San Francisco 3-0, Houston
nipped Cincinnati 1-0 in 10 insings but dropped the nightcap
11-5, New York beat St. Louis 71, Chicago defeated Montreal 31, Pittsburgh beat Philadelphia
1-1 and Atlanta edged San
7)iego 5-4.

when Moore, the centerfielder,
doubled in the go-ahead run.

Detroit lions
- 17-14 tn their exhibition opener Friday night.
Errol Mann booted a 10-yard
field goal early in the fourth
period for the winning mar
as the Lions toppled the defen
ing National Conference
pions. .
Greg Landry tossed a nineyard touchdown pass to wide
receiver Larry Walton and veteran running back Mel Farr
scored on a 47-yard dash for
Detroit's touchdowns. Billy Kilmer hooked up with Jerry
Smith on a two-yard touchdown
pass and Moses Denson scored
on a six-yard run for Washington's points.
Thomas, acquired recently
from the San Diego Chargers,
sat out the 1972 season after
starring in Dallas' Super Bowl
triumph In Jan., 1972. He carried the ball 11 times and
gained 36 yards.
Last year's NFL most valuable player, Washington running back Larry Brown, did not
play He only recently signed
his contract

Moore went four for four at
the plate in pacing Bowling
Green,
Southpaw Jeff McKinley took
the loss for Madisonville and
allowed nine hits.
Madisonville jumped on
In the nightcap, Madisonville Paducah hurler Champ Webb in
slugged Paducah 10-3.
the first inning for a pair of runs
Righthander Louis Key fired on the way to their win.
a four-hitter and fanned six
Paducah and Campbellsville
batters as Bowling Green won play at 10 a.m. this morning
an exciting game to open the with the loser being eliminated
In other exhibition games
tournament.
from the tournament.
Friday night. Bobby Hotefield's
Two games are set for this 23-yard field goal with 1:35 left
The winners scored three
times in the second inning and afternoon with the finals to be to play lifted the New York
were never behind. The winning played Sunday afternoon Jets to a 17-14 decision over the
Houston Oilers and Otto Stowe
run came in the eighth inning beginning at 1 p.m.
caught a pair of touchdown
passes to lead the Dallas Cowboys to a 24-7 victory over the
Los Mgeles Rams, spoiling the
debuts of Rams coach Chuck
Knox and quarterback John
Hadl
In tonight's action, the Baltimore Colts play the Steelers at
Pittsburgh, the Buffalo Bills
meet the Philadelphia Eagles
THE HOURS ARE:
Jacksonville. Fla., the CinMon.thru Fri.9 a.m. to 12:00-21s.msete9skes.
cinnati Bengals *are at Miami
Saturday 9 am. to 11400.
fot a game against the - DolPhone 753-9909
•
phins, the New Orleans Saints
travel to Kansas City to oppose

Emmert Chiropractic Center

Now In Their New Office
903 Sycamore Street with New Hours

e

753-31k
•

A

•••••--•••••,,V.V.,11Picw•••••cwones..•

AN.* —

the Chiefs, the New York Giants meet the Chargers at San
Diego and the Chicago Bears
square off against the Green
y Packers at Milwaukee. _
Sunday night, the Oakland
iders meet the New England
Patriots at Foxboro, Mass. The
San Francisco 49ers face the
Browns at Cleveland Monday
night. completing the first full
weekend of exhibition play

Sports In
Brief
TENNLS
NEW YORK — BWe Jean
King, 1973 Wimbleton champion, and Australia's John Newcombe were the first players to
sign with the newly created Ifteam World Team Tennis organization. ATLANTIC CITY.
N.J. — Top-seeded Chris Evert
of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., advanced to the semifinals of the
Atlantic City Tennis Classic defeating Belgium's Michelle
Guerdal 6-2, 64.
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
— Tom Gorman of Seattle defeated Chile's Jaime Fillol 1715, 6-4, 4-6, 63 in the American
Zone Davis Cup finals, giving
the United States a 1-0 lead In
the competition.
BASKETBALL
CINCINNATI — George Wilson, a player with the National
Basketball League Buffalo
Braves, filed a $1.4 million suit 1
in U.S. District Court charging
that he was cut from the team
because of a racial quota system.
HORSE RACING
STANTON, Del. -- Citrus
Lod:-$11117,- vored a four-lengthvictory in the Stanton Purse at.
Delaware Park.

The beauty of this magnificent stemware is designed to harmonize with any decor, from traditional to
contemporary. Durable enough for everyday use,it is also at home in the most elegant setting. Each piece
has the solid weight that spells quality. Tap the rim and you hear a rich bell tone! Design is blown bowl,
with button stern

The Pattern is called "Murray Tango" and is sparkling 24% -Lead Crystal froriaiiiiip—e's Finestlimattraftsmen.

S
with your first $25.00 deposited to your existing savings
account or when you open a new savings account with -$25.00, you are eligible to purchase this beautiful crystal_
stemware for $4.00 per item.
The Bank of Murray will give you the fourth piece—Free!
You-..are eligible to purchase a piece with each_$25.00
deposit thereafter.

It's the Rewarding Way to build a Savings Account and
ystall
'a Beautiful Set of C4\N
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Conference Focuses On Drivers Records
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.—The
incompetent driver is the
deficiency in the highway safety
program, Phil Bolger, director
of the Office of Safety Affairs,
U.S. Department of Transportation, told about 45 participants in a national conference here recently.
"Ninety percent of accidents
in the U.S. are caused by the
driver, not the car or the highway,"Bolger said. "If you're a
safe driver, you can do it.''
Bolger
was one of the
speakers at the opening day of
the National Driver Register
Study of Alternatives Conference, which focused on the
register's possible future roles.
The register, going into its 13th
year, was established by the
U.S. Congress to provide
federal assistance in driver
licensing while retaining the
states' full administrative
authority over the licensing.
The register assists officials in
eacii state in locating records on
drivers whose licenses have
been denied, suspended or
revoked for any reason except
a withdrawal or denial of a
license or less than six months
non-moving
because
of
violations.
The register's alternatives-to
be abolished, to expand its uses
or to remain as its present
status-were being studied at the
conference because
participants were aware of possible
duplication of effort among
other agencies, said Gene
Hodges,a host of the conference
and director of the Division of

Driver Licensing, Kentucky
Department of Transportation.
During
three-day
the
meeting, the participants
listened to speeches, participated in a workshop called
"What's Your Problem" and
discussed court cases involving
driver records. Secretary
Eliiith M. Hogge, Kentucky
Department of Transportation,
spoke at a dinner sponsored by
the Safety Management Institute.
The conference's opening day
centered on the national traffic
safety problem. Emphasizing
that the United States needs
data on present drivers and
their qualifications to operate
vehicles. Bolger said that the
National Driver Register
provides a tool for a centralized
data base where states could
turn to receive information on
all drivers.
"We must be confident that
the incompetent and the drunk
are not out there on our nation's
highway," Bolger said in his
speech. Prime consideration
should be given to protecting
the rights of the innocent on the
highways, he said, although he
pointed out that the rights of the
drunken drivers should also be
safeguarded.
Agreeing with Bolger, Basil
Y. Scott, administrative
director of the New York State
Department of Motor Vehicles,
pointed out that to insure that
unsafe drivers get off the roads,
"we must have better dialogue
between the states and the
federal government."

Emphasizing the need for
standardized data, Scott said
there is a wide range in the
methods of collecting data from
state to state. "Some methods
are very simple, while others
are very complex," he said
during his speech.
America's mobile society has
created a new information gap
between the states, Bolger and
Scott agreed. With the increasing number of Americans
moving from state to state, it ie
important for driver records of
individuals to be within easy
access of all state and federal
agencies, they pointed .out.
The conference members,

who represented federal, state
and private sectors interested
in driver records, made
recommendations on the
register's status to the U.S.
Department of Transportation,
although Congress ultimately
will decide the outcome.
Louisville Mayor Frank
Burke welcomed the participants to Kentucky on behalf
of Governor Wendell H. Ford,
who was unable to attend the
conference at the Galt House.
Russell I. Brown, president of
the Safety Management Institute in Washington, D.C.,
presided over the conference.

-Hospital Report
July 27, 1973
Hutson Harrison, Rt. 1, Box 404,
ADULTS 89
Mayfield, Miss Betsy Dian
NURSERY 7
Harrison, Rt. 1, Box 404,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mayfield, Mrs. Cora Mae
Mrs. Janice Kaye Jackson Smith, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
and Baby Girl, Box 182, Sedalia. William Gains Satterwhite, Rt.
DISMISSALS
2, Murray,Philip McSwain, 1117
Mrs. Ruby Marie Hargis, 1303 Circarama, Murray, Miss
Overbey, Murray, James Karen Elizabeth Gleason, 3636,
Wilbur Coates, Rt. 1, Hardin, Redbud Court, Downers Grove,
Miss Cheryl Ann Davis, Rt. 1, AL, Ronald Wayne Mahcoate,
Pembrook, William Byron Rt. 1, Duff, Term., Mrs. Eulala
Wilson, Rt. 1, Box 191, Sedalia, McCarty, 1010 Doran Rd.,
Dee Outland, Rt. 5, Murray, Owen Talmadge
y, Mrs. Lovelle Oglesby, Causey, 629 Broad St., Murray,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Dorothy Mrs. Polly Demetris Brandon,
Sturgeon Overby, P.O. Box, 167, Rt. 4, Murray, Gerald Keith
Murray,
Roscoe
Mills Tabers,
1619
Kirkwood,
Spiceland, Rt. 1, Calvert City, Murray, Mrs. Gladys A.
Mrs. Barbara Marie Evans, and Hargrove, 614 Ellis Drive,
Baby Girl, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Murray, Mrs. Paula Ray Bolter,
Anna Marie Cooper, Rt. 7, 103 S. 12th, Murray, Raymond
Mayfield, Master Sidney Ross, Rt. 1, Murray.

50RK,5IR..I GOT CARRIED
MAY..I 14M 60IN6 TO 60/E
RUA Ng LEMKE ON THE 6000
6144UTTE5 Cf alma+, BUT
Iti5TEAD I HIT

BLONDIE

ARD OF THANKS

CARD OF THANKS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi wishes to
thank the following distributors for their donation of gas
for the Special summer school project. Rudy Lovett Gulf
Distributor, Roberts Oil Company, Kentucky Lake Oil
Company. Richard Orr Distributing Company, Texaco
Bulk Plant, Gould Oil Company, Murray Machine and
Tool Company, Standard Oil Company and Agent Bulk
Plant.

The Calloway County Board of Education is in need of a
bus driver-janitor combination employee for the Hazel
Elementary School. Salary averages $564.28 per month
for ten months of employment.
Anyone interested should contact the Calloway County
Board of Education's office, 401 North 16th Street, phone
753-3033. If this number cannot be reached phone 4924121
or 753-7166.

SERVICES OFFERED
CAMPER SPECIAL and 1969
truck. Truck has 13,390 actual
miles. Camper-10', self con- FOR ALL your additions,
.tallied. Both like new. Phone 753- remodeling, residential or
WILL GIVE tobacco barn to
A7C comrnerchl1. New lor old. Free
5742.
If You
anyone willing to move it off our
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
property. Phone 489-2101.
A4C
Miss
WANTED
DRIVEWAY
salesman. Must be reliable and ROY'S LOCKSMITWService
Please Phone
TFC
bondable. Apply North Point Phone Paris,642-655L
Your
Standard, 121 byp.v.s,
PAINTING-EXTERIOR,InMurray.
A4C terior. For free estimates phone
Sammie Atkins Painting &
Decorating for free estimate.
WANTED FOUR men who could Phone 437-4534.
A14C
Results:
It
No
use $87.50 average for 20 hours.
PARTY
Ideal job for college student. See TIMBER—LODGE of Tenn —
Phone
SUPPLIES
Mr. Golf, Regal 8, 3:00 p.m. or Tuciry lake, Route 1, Springville,
Price
( paper plates,
8:30 p.m. sharp, Wednesday, Tennessee will do your stone
August 1.
_ A6C work. Large selections of stone.
napkins, gift wrap & ribbon
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Phone 901-593-3534.
TFC
COOK AND companion wanted
Then
for middle aged gentlemen. Must BURNETT'S
MOBILE Home
After 5:30 p.m. and
be free to travel and like outdoors Service, 1105 Lackey
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Street,
and
fishing.
White,
female, aged Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Until 6:30 p.m.
35-50, prefe-red. Strict references
13th Street,"every day you delay
different colors to choose from.
required and furnished. Write to Underpenning
lets bugs have their way " Aug4C
and anchors.
P.O. Box 32R, Murray,KenCentral air conditioning. 24 hour
tucky.
A7C service. Phone 502-442ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY only
3115.
September 7C
repair arid dile.-New T.oncordeSpectal $15.00 poomanent-W MESS
Road, phone 753-8114. August9C through August, $12.50 The
WANTED
Hairdresser, 201 South 6th
WILL DO odd jobs, household
Street.
AC
repairs, yard and garden work.
OR
SALE
RENT
FOR
Apply in person to
Pay by the job or hour. Phone 753SYKES CAFE
MOBILE HOME, $55.00 per
6019.
A6P
month plus utilities. Will sell for
$4500.00. Phone 753-7765.
A7C
DOMESTIC HELP needed, four BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
days a week, three hours a day, also bank gravel, fill dirt and
11:30-2'30. Good pay, Phone 753- topsoil Phone Hardin, 3544138 or
TFC
5757.
A4C 354-8161, after 5:00p.m.

Paper Carrier
First

/
1
2

753-1916

753-7278

Please
Check Your Ads
We'd like to check each
Want Ad to make sure it is
printed just the way you
want It, but in such a fast,
Large volume operation It
just isn't possible.
Each ad is carefully proof
read, of course, but still an
error can occur in content
or classification.
If you find an error in your
ad or if ad is omitted, and if
you notify us the first day
of such error, we'll be
responsible for correction.
Sorry, but If error continues alter first day of
appearance and if we are
Not toughed the first day
error Is made, the
sesposibility is yes
So, please check your
advertisement each time it
appears and notify our
Classified Department
promptly In case of an
error. Thank you for your
cooperation.

BEATLE BAILEY
RE'S NOTHING
LIKE A GREAT
CUP OF COFFEE IN
THE MORNING

Both Hazel & Puryear
Locations
Open 8 am-9 pm
7 Days a Week
This Week's Special
RED SKIN

PEACHES
/
1
2 Bu. 53.75
Bu $7.00
Good at Both Locations

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER
low at their NEW
LOCATION across from
the Bunny Bread Store on
South 4th St. Ales and
Preston Barrett are giving
a FREE GIFT with $3.00
purchase'of fine ASH1AND
GASOLINE.
Phone 753-9868
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l'HE BEST part time opportunity
is with Fuller Brush. Also need
full timers. Must have car and
phone. Phone Paducah, Ky., 4422450 between 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m., or write Thomas W. Settle,
223 Cedar Lane, Paducah,
Kentucky 42001.
ITC

CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Master 489-2504
TFC
TIMBER—LODGE on Tenn—
Tucky Lake, Route 1, SpringvWe,
Tennessee, will build complete
fireplaces, starting at only
$95.00. Selection of stones
available. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Phone 901-5933534.
TFC

VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK— •
1972. Local car. Clean. Phone 753JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
7770.
MC Phunbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
FORD-1957, in good condition. 753-7625 nights.
TFC
1961 Ford wagon, fair condition.
1967 International van camper, DRESS MAKING and alterations
good condition, with table and all. in my home. phone 436,
Phone 753-3571 or 489-2475 after 5625.
August21C
5:00p.m.
A7C
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
CAMARO-1968, low mileage. Electric Complete pump repair
Extra sharp. Also 454-450 H.P. service. Let us check your' old
cheiVrolet engine, complete. pinup for you before you buy a
Never run since completely new one. 24 hour emergency
rebuilt. Phone 753-7856.
AlOP service. Phone 7535543.
August21C
--WILL DO been painting and
commercial spraying. Rusty
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400
or 382-2299.
August I3C
MUSTANG-1968, V.automatic, ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
powiT steering. Phone 753-7334 or Houses trimmed-ca bine tsAac formica tops-doors--remodeling
75:4749 after 5:00p.m.
specialist. Quality workmanship
Phone 753-0790.
AugustlINC
FORD -1968, hi ton pickup. V8,
radio, standard transmission,
new tires. Very good condition. R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
$1050.00. Phone 753-0289.
A4P work guaranteed. Business and
residential. Free estimates
OPEL KADET-1968 Rally Phone day or night Mayfield 247Sport. Approximately 28 miles to 7201.
TFC
giellon. Excellent condition.
WII.I. DO trash and brush
Phone 753-2864 after 1:00
p.m.
ASP hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
753-6130
TFC
tiR LEASE

Gulf Station
Coming Up for Lease
Good potential with good
business. Rudy Lovett and
Homer Brown will be
taking applications next
Wednesday. For more
Information.

Phone 753-3571

F'REE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
1 HAVING

A

HEARING

PROBLEM,
For free bearing test an
consultation call 7534832.
THE OWE Shoppe. Furniture
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
753-8240.
August24C

JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furidtate, 6 MHOS
FOR THE but In pest control South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
service and termite control call Jerry McCoy. owner (502) 492Superior Exterminating Com••• 6137.
•
TFC
pany,753-7266.
TFC
KEILY'S TERMITE and Pest
LOST &FOUND
Control, Phone 753-39_0 100 South.
13th Street, "Very day You
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC

LO \NS.
purpose $
amount Call
1152."
DISTRIBU
service "Wa
accounts.
over $1,000
Inventory
start! Call
( 214)243-1.96

PRIVATE
men. Has
central
entrance.
5479.
TWO' BE
apartment,
kitchen. A
students.
Control, lii
FURNISH
per
cluded.
Poplar,

$510.00

TRAILER
trailer
Murray o
753-2377.
ONE B
apartmen
couples
9741.
ONE B
apartmen
trailer.
Murray.
NICE 0
apartmen
electric.
campus.
3805.
TWO B
conditi
with pull
building.
489-Z13.
ONE
apartme
and scr
CVLA.".6
UNFUR
bedroom
Deposit
August
Phone 7
p.m.

TWO
nished
tenths
Phone
nights.
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ITUlacEeroSuNf
Your
Ledger & Times...
SERVICES OFFERED

1

ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
Company, 607 South 4th Street.
Phone 753-8346.
Augitst7C

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ToDAY'
S
SPECIAL
4,

-Papering -Painting
-Canvastrig
FREE ESTIMATES
KW Houghton
7$34111

itions.
1 or
. Free
TFC
rvice
TFC

FOR SALE

Complete Dinners of Freshly Breaded, Deep Fried Cultured Oysters

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

We Have A Complete

"BRAND NEW" MENU

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

with a large variety of

Sgml1Ks•

FRESH OCEAN FOOD - THICK STEAKS
SOUP 'N SANDWICHES and SANDWICH PLATES

Triangle Inn

U.S. 641
FOR SALE

citing,
dirt and
138 or
TFC
NALLY
Carpet
TFC
Tenne,
complete
at only
stones •
action
TFC
Service
g and
days or
TFC

414114/4,

ons

Aluminum
Siding

ugust21C
ENG &
repair
your' old
on buy a
ency

and Rusty
753-0400
ugust 13C

Phone 498-8886

carpenter.
abinetsemocieling
krnanship.
uguatl1NC
ng. Quality
and
stimates
yfield 247TFC
nd brush
tes Phone
TFC

First Greeter Western Kentuclef

so•

Antiques..Show Set

BIRD DOG PUPS

CABANA CLUB CONVENTION CENTER
August 3,4, 5, 1973

SHING &
e, 6 miles
Hwy. 641.
502) 492TF('
and Pest
14.100 South
day - you
if

TFC

SAWDUST

j
o

August21C

Furniture
1301 Main,
een. Phone
August24C

Phone

at Sycamore
753-4953
THREE BEDROOM brick
SUMMER
CLEARANCE on all
veneer house, near downtown, or
Armstrong large truck tires.
PRIVATE ROOMS for boys or will take trade. Phone 753GUTTERING IOC Sears. Sears ANTIQUES: FURNITURE and 1M YAMAHA RT3, 360cc En- BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong SEAMLESS GUTTERING,
First tine:
white
men. Has kitchen facilities, 1406.
seamless
gutters, installed per glassware. 516 South 11th Street. uro. Excellent condition. 4 made - while present inventory enamel finish, never needs
825
x
20-10
ply
$36.00 + $6.14
September 4P
central heat and air, private
ths old. $850.00. Phone 753- lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-825-845 by painting. Free
your specifications. Call Larry Phone 753-3796.
A6C
estimate. Phone
entrance. Phone 436after 5:00 p.m.
1.yles at 753-2310 for free
A9NC 14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom 753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
900
x
20-10
ply
$46.18
+
$7.33
house,
brick
5479.
A ugust9C THREE BEDROOM
estimate.
TFC GRAIN BINS. Before you buy a
supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by Service, Murray.
August23C
carpet throughout, central heat 1000 a 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
drying bin, compare GSI's 16' RUNABOUT-1972, Mark 14" or 15" 316.51+12.80. Custom
1000
x
antlairage.
north
miles
22.42
Five
ply
$62.34
+
$9.98
TWCP BEDROOM furnished
_standard
Twain,
features,
compare
then
walk
through windshield,
apartment,large living room and of Murray. Phone 753-5639. A13C Armstrongs best highway treed TRAVELSRIILER,1970-8'x.35', prices. Heaviest gaugelLa - steel 115 H.P. Mercury motor, heavy 78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by SUMMER CLEARANCE on
two bedrooms. Air condition.
14" or 15" $17.70+$2.69.
truck tire.
kitchen. Available for two male
used throughout. The Grain duty Rog;trailer. Used leis MAT Politer Glass better F-G-H 78 Brother sewing machines. Model
Perfect
for
lake
BY
or
OWNER
travel.
103
Exacres
land
825
and
x
20-10
ply
$44.16
+
$6.14
students. Inquire at Kelly's Pest
cellent condition. $2300.00. Phone Systems, Inc.,storage and drying 15 hours. Price $2803.00. Phone by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10 Mal-regular $79.95, sale price
Control, 100South 13th Street.A6C trees. Adjoining TVA. Phone 354- 900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
A4P Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H 78 $44.49. Model 621-regular 199.95,
753-0239.
8601.
A4P system is planned especially for 753-5040.
A9NC 1000 a 20-12 ply 466.68 + $9.00
sale price $63.56. Model 751needs.
lets
your
you
when
It
sell
1000 a 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.96
by 14" or 15" $21.50+$3.10. Wide
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
regular $139.95, sale price $95.47.
the price is right or store for your ELECTRIC STOVE, selfbelted
Polyester
glass
Armstrongs
Best
series
70
traction
type
$110.00 per month. utiltities in- BY OWNER:
beautiful shady lot truck tires.
1972-14' BOSTON Whaler boat own use. To let you fill any bin in cleaning oven, like new, $100.00. F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15" Model 761-regular $159.95, sale
cluded. Couples preferred. 710 100' x 253', beside
park, Sharp 825 z 20-10 ply 455.21 -i-with U-oiling motor, 40 H.P. one day, we offer you a pre-wired Four hardwood kitchen chairs, 120.81+5306. Wide 60 series price $114.37. Roby Sales, High$7.25
Poplar, ask for Betty.
A7C Street. Ready for quality home.
Johnson motor and Paris Line electric low temperature heater 916.00. One new porta crib, $20.00. nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15" way 68, Benton, Ken000 x 20-10 ply 061.14 + $8.51
Phone(606) 549-2494. August27NC 1000
August23C
A7C and fan combination with a cal Baby swing, $5.00. Phone 753- $25.90 -4- $366.. Roby Sales, High- tucky.
x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52 trailer. Phone 436-2245.
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
rod element for safer and more 8749.
way
Armstrong
September5C
68,
Ky.
Benton,
Best
lug
type
tire:
trailer court 242 miles east of COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
PEACHES, HAND picked,
SALE THOMAS A. Edison air economical drying. To find how
Murray on Highway DC Phone fireplugs. Extra large. High and 825 a 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
conditioners. 10,000 BTU,$164.25. GSI can help you and to see a COFFEE TABLE,Spanish style. USED BICYCLE-three speed. limited amount. Phone 753-5653
900
x
20-10
ply
$59.92
+
$8.51
753-2377.
A4C dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
A4P In excellent condition, $40.00. after Friday. Delivery Tuesday,
1000 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52 17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales, typical farm set up call 753-8609 Phone 753-0045.
anytime after 5:30 p.m.
A6C
August6C Roby Sales, Highway 611, Benton, Highway 68, Benton, KenSam Harris 753-8061
Also 3‘,2 H.P. mini bike. $35.00. Wednesday and Thursday. A6C
ONE BEDROOM furnished
STOVE, $10.00; refrigerator, Phone 489-2558
August21C
A4NC
September 4C tucky.
XT.
apartment, air conditioned.
ANTIQUE ROUND oak table. 6 $40.00; rugs, $10.00 each; T.V.,
52 GALLON hot water heater,
Partial utilities ps4... Married
FOR SALE
VER-UNDER shotgun and .22, ladder back chairs, antique $10.00; chairs, $5.00; semi an- PEACHES, $5.00 bushel. This electric, $40.00. Kitchen set, like
•
A..
A
couples only. No pets. Phone 753french marble top armoire, tique couch and chair, $75.00; week is the
3 bedroom brick home4
pick of the peach new,$35.00. Miscellaneous items.),
MUST SELL Owed uprightlimo, two man raft, pup tent, Olympus
9741.
ABC
central heat and air
Pen 35mm camera. Phone 753- antique cane back couch. 2 1964 Chevrolet. Saturday, 202 season. We are picking our best Phone 753-9465.
AEC
excellent condition. Will take best
Canterbury Estates.
6019.
A6P handmade four poster single beds South 12th Street. Phone 753varieties now. Purple hull peas
offer. Phone 753-5806.
A7C
ONE BEDROOM furnished
with mattresses, antique high /1010.
Phone 753-7494 or 753-7263 ,
A4P 04.03 bushel. Green beans, $6.00 INNERSPRING MATTRESSapartment. Also two bedroom
KITCHEN TABLE-drop leaf chair, antique cradle, arm chair,
bushel. Corn picked daily. Campbell, double bed size, super
GOOD-USED
combines.
trailer. Both
mile from
block and board book shelf, swing PEPSI COLA drink box; large Flippen Hill
and
two
chairs.
Just
like
new.
Billy Barn is backed firm. Never been used. Will sell
Several
Tractor
makes.
Vinson
Murray. Phone 901-232-8347. A9C $10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
grill;
counter by over 200 acres
Phone 753-3378.
A4C set. 2 rugs, French baby buggy- sandwich
of apples at a bargain. Phone 753-7578 after
Company,
Murray,
Ky
.
,
phone
lot
month will buy a large wooded
car bed-stroller in one, girl's showcase; 6 single iron beds; peaches and
A6P
vegetables.
Come to 4:30p.m.
753-4892.
ITC
NICE ONE bedroom furnished at Keniaria Shores. Lake accessA4P with springs and mattresses; the Flippen Hill Billy Barn on the
REGISTERED MINIATURE bike. Phone 753-6094
apartment, air conditioned, all central water-all weather
double iron bed with springs and Union
schnauzer puppies, non shed, top
City and Hickman High- FRONT YARD moving sale, 218
electric. Adjacent to university streets. Phone 436-2473 or 436- MOBILE HOME, 10'x56', two
mattress; dresser; some small way for
personality. Health guaranteed.
your fresh produce. No North 13th Street, Saturday
campus. Couples only. Phone 753- 5320.
August9NC bedrooms. Excellent condition. Melody-Ayre Kennels
items. Phone 436-2242.
A4C grocery store orders please. A6C through Tuesday, Sunday 1:00901-6423805.
A9C
$1800.00. Phone 753-0814.
A7C 1930 or 901-232-8327.
6:00 p.m. If raining, inside.
MC
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
BSA 250 Starfire road bike, newly pliVIDAILWILWW11
:
11,
..1 Antique ice box, air conditioner,
TWO BEDROOM trailer, air fully carpeted, all built-ins. 508 HOUSE TRAILER, 45':12',
rebuilt. $350.00. Phone 753-2263
two VA LOANS,no down payment for
toys, school desks, evening
conditioned, large living room South 13th Street. $22,000.00. bedrooms, central heat. Ex- qualified
after 6:00p.m.
If you spent your vacation
A6P
veteran.
clothes, lamps, vacuurn cleaner
12
years
to
and
0
A9C cellent condition. Phone 354with pull out extension, storage Phone 753-1492.
painting the woodwork and
0 and other good miscellaneous
pay. Drive on out almost to
building. Water briiiebed. Phone
1972 YAMAHA 200 street bike, 700
windows on your brick
110
A7C Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
• items.
AOC
489-2513.
-- MC 1lYr106 In Pine BiodUillgeresi.-- _ _ _
miles. Excellent shape. Phone
home, we can completely
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
$
AVERY
M.
W.
50'x 100', $300.00. Phone Paducah
753-0123 before.4.:30.1,m. or 753- 0
cover all wood with
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
SORRELL GELDING,four years
ONE BEDROOM furnished 898-7169 anytime Saturday or GOOD USED white kitchen sink Beltline
alumbuun that never has to %99 after 5•Wpin.
A4NC
Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
old, 15 hands, gelding. Gentle
apartment with storage closet Sunday after 5:00 p.m. on week- with good faucets. Priced $12•00.
be painted. It has a 30 year
443-6150.
gaited, fox trot, trot, rack,
A4C
Puqear, Tenn
A
and screened in back porch. days.
A9C Phone 753-3972.
OUTBOARD MOTOR, 70 H.P. 11WWWILWILWIIIMIWIL canter. Phone
A7C
guarantee. We sell and
•
753-5869.
A6P
CDuples only. Phone 753-6524.
A6C
Install all types of siding. Mercury. Ideal for pontoon or
_
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
THREE BEDROOM brick, two FISHING BOAT-14' Cherokee, treated fence posts.
runabout.
A-1
condition.
Phone
Murray
SEVEN WEANING age pigs.
baths, central heat and air, 20 H.P. Johnson motor. 14' Lumber Company,
436-5366.
A4C FORD-I966, Econoline van with Phone 7524801
104 Maple
UNFURNISHED ONE large fenced back yard, trees, landafter 5:00
Runs
tires.
new
$600.00.
good,
fiberglass ski boat, back to back Street.
A4C
pits.
bedroom brick house, carpeting. scaped. Phone 753-8416.
A9C
After 6:00 p.m.
1TC seats, walk through aisle, 40 H P
AKC REGISTERED poodle Also 16' Thompson pleasure boat
Deposit required. Available
with
Evinrude
50
motor
H.P.
and
tiny toys and toys.
Johnson electric motor. Boat and KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
HONDA CL70, excellent conAugust 15. $80.00 per month. HOUSE-NORTH of Murray.
* FREE ESTIMATE * puppies,
Whites, silvers and
motor are in A-1 condition. variety of pistols. Buy now while
blacks. trailer. All for $600.00. Call 767- dition. Phone 753-7947.
A6C
Phone 753-5421 after 5:00
6151
6:00-10:00
from
p.m., Jim
Three bedroom tri4evel, two Priced low for quick sale. Can be yon can still get
Phone 753-6379.
A4C
them at
p.m.
A7C baths, den with fireplace, centr
Sowders.
A4C
SET
OF
Fenton chrome wheels
seen at 213 South 12th Street
reasonable prices.. Country Boy
DACHSHUND PUPPIES, four
heat and air. Acreage available. phone 753-0599.
A7 Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles for Ford pickup, 4 wheel drive, BIG YARD sale, August 5, 1:00
1972
YAMAHA
175 Enduro, ex- AKC registered, black and tan,
Phone Benton 527-8529.
A10
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 $110.00. Antique secretary desk, p.m., Uncle Willie's Trading cellent
TWO BEDROOM trailer, furcondition.
Phone 753-0123 males and one AKC registered
,solid
Post,
walnut, $200.00. Antique oak
641 South of Murray. 10"
and.164. Open Sundays until 4:00
nished. On private lot threebefore
4:30
p.m.
or
753-7699 after miniature red male dachshund
A4C bedroom suite, $115.00. Phone table saw, Depression glass, 5:30p.m.
tenths mile from city limits. ON KENTUCKY Lake; four SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE: p.m.
A4NC puppy. Champion bloodlines.
4354533 or can be seen one mile Lincoln drape aladdin lamp, and
Four generation typewritten
Phone 753-2900 days or 753-4524 large bedrooms, 2 baths, large 5 H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B &
south
of
kerosene
Crittenden's Grocery,
lamps, furniture
kitchen and living area, break- S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
pedigree free with each puppy
nights.
A7C
A6C clothes,odds and ends.
A4P TWO-FIVE gaited saddle horses Phone Benton 527-9700
fast bar, fireplace, central heat riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B Mayfield, Kentucky, on the second house on left.
AGC
and air, boat dock, large patio. &S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway Benton Highway. Travel trailers.
and two Western saddles. Phone
A9C 68, Benton, Ky.
- • REAL ESTATE FOR SALE $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574.
September 4C pickup camper, toppers. We also
492-8813.
A6P REMINGTON 12 gauge 870
rent campers by the week or
Wingmaster pump shotgun, one
weekend. Call 2474187 or 489FISHING BOAT!! Mint con- year old deluxe polls choke
A4C
FOR SALE
dition. 1971 Cherokee "Dolphin barrel. Phone 753-3570.
A7NC
This Is A Partial list
64" wide, with floor boards, plus
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
- -- POINTER
swivel seats and 1970 Evinrude 25 SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere
Three bedroom bricks from $25,000 to $42,500 in Meadow full of them at prices you couldn't"
H.P. outboard with-without 1971 lawn and garden tractor with
Green Acres South of Murray.
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
Paris tilt trailer. 1638 Olive number 48 mower. Regular
Kentucky
Paducah,
type,fold down and motor homes.
Street.
A6P $1965.00. Through July or while
Three bedroom brick tri-level with all the modern conNew and used. At Bill's Camper
supply lasts $1695.00. Murray
Championship
Bloodlin•
viences. Enormous floor space. In Cantebury.
Cot
, located at Bill's Mobile
Supply, 753-3361.
6'x7'
trailer,
August8C
HEAVY
DUTY
for
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
Highway
Belthne
2045
road
or
field
Phone
$70.00.
use.
•
Phone:
Paducah,
Ky.
Phone
collect
for
Two bedroom cottage in Pine Bluff Shores. Ideal for Year767-4462 or 767-2357 after 5:00 VERNON S BOOT & Shoe &
information 443-6150.
A4C
Around living
p.m.
A7C Western Store & Shoe Repair,- -753-8760-7 a.m.-5p.m.
Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace,
SOUP'S on. the rug that is, clean
across
from Central Shopping
489-2398
after 5 p.m. with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
USED RIDING mowers, $39.95
Four bedroom stucco with 2 baths only $18,000.
('enter Hours 9-00-9-00 Monday
and
up.
Murray
Supply,
phone
shampooer SI. K wik-Pik Market.
through Saturday. 1:00-6:00
753-3361.
Augult8C
Five Points.
4C
We are in need of farms with our without houses.
Sunday. lust arrived--3 styles
1969 JOHNSON 25 H.P. motor,
SPECIAI. 5' fiberglass one piece I RVis. latest style bush jean bells.
Contact
manual
start.
1973-14'
tub, $172.50, white and colors. lust arrived 10 new styles dress
Admission - $1.25 at Door
aluminum Durocraft boat. 1200 '11" BATHROOM wall board,
shoes-- solid leather Western
Murray Supply. 753lb. Moody trailer. Will sell motor $5.25 each. 44" C-D 4:x8' plywood.
hats--- Western clothes
10 per
3361.
A
ugust8C
and boat separately. Phone 436- $4.75 each. Twenty different
cent sale on now throughout the
2136.
A7P selections of paneling from $3.65
SPECIAL 34"x32" one piece store. 2 for I sale on Verde dress
up. Plexiglass for storm doors
fiberglass shower stalls. Special boots and Roughout casual boots.
and windows,50 cents square foot
Member of Multiple Listiag
20" BICYCLE. Phene 753$112.00. White and colors. Murray ladies golf shoes. $12.97. Four
styles Western .leans. $12.00and up. Fiberg,lass seconds, all
3806.
_ Pkeeie 104203
Supply,7534361.
ABC
Augustir
TFC
Now'$9.00.
colors, from 5 cents square foot
Sponsored by:
and up.- Hose * Tuck Salvage,
'Arena Jobs-7534079
Wayne Wilson-753-50N
Cl.E,Nr4 FtUGS, like new,so easy GENTLE PLEASURE mare,
craft, two bedrooms, fully fur- Martin, Tenn Open 6 days a
Bin Adams-753-5457
Don Nanny-793-9912
to
Lustre-.ee.r•
week.
Phone
901-587nished, fully carpeted, air conelectric shampooer $1.00. Big K. Also two saddles. Phone 435September8C
dltIoned. Phone 477-4444.
A910 alla
Belaire Shopping Center.
A4C 4640
A4NC
FOR RENT

Id
work.
ne 753A6P

FOR SALE

on the Half Shell

DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
service "Walt Disney Products"
accounts. High earnings! Income
8-4
over $1,000 per month possible!
"
WHAT
PO
YOU
EXPECT, MACK, ONE,pF 1H05E
Inventory necessary $3,290 to
100-4-PLA1E 'REPUBLiCA/4 5ALLITE'
start! Call collect Mr. Brady
DINNERS?"
(214)343-1981.
AI1P

ber 7C

FOR SALE

FRESH CULTURED
OYSTERS

No -on -M.firftve$4"..1

Home
Street,
, 14
from.
nchors.
24 hour

7534916

WILL SHELL peas, beans and
limas. 102 South 9th Street. Phone
753-3254.
AlOP

C ,t11 Ni um,

stone. •
TFC -

septic tank
7850. TFC

--

'IA)\NS, ,iVAILABLE for any
purpose. 420,000.00 up to any
amount. Call Mr. Hensley 615-2471152."
NIIP

Inphone
ing &
te.
Al4C

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ..

WANT-ADS

Another View

SATURDAY-AUGUST 4, 11175

Daily 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Wilson Insurance
and Real Estate

Quality Dealers, Free Parking,
Excellent Food

The TouidefffiiipitatAttitittaly

iSumLBAEBRSco.

0
0
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MSU President Named. . Proposes
Overhaul
Of Banking
One other, an academicfCeattaised frees Page 1)
from Transylvania College in athletic complex costing up1930 and began teaching in wards of $5 million is currently
Breckinridge County. By 1935 under construction and is exhe was principal and basketball pected to be ready for the first
coach at Irvington High School football game next month. The
and served in those posts at the stadium, which has been
Breckinridge plagued by construction delays,
gonsolidated
County High School until 1941. was originally scheduled for
During that time he earned his completion in the fall of 1971.
Among the major items of
master's degree in education
from the University of Ken- interest during Sparks' adhave been the
ministration
tucky.
He served in the Navy in following:
—Establishment of the School
World War Hand after the war,
he earned a doctorate in of Fine Arts.
the
of
—Appointment
education at UK.
1947,In
Sparks was appointed university's first ombudsman to
principal of Mayfield High act as a link in communication
School and left after one year to between students and faculty
join the Murray staff as an and administration.
—Creation of the departments
associate professor of secondary educ,ation. He became of sociology and anthropology,
head of the department in 1952. philosophy, Germanic
In 1953, he was elected languages and journalism.
—First faculty member and
superintendent of public instruction for the state of Ken- first student representative on
tucky. Five days after his four- the university board of regents
year term expired, he was followed by voting privileges for
each.
named president of MSU.
—Hiring of the first black
During his administration six
major construction projects faculty member and selection of
costing more than $11,700,000 the first black cheerleaders.
—Initiation of the horhave been completed on the
university's 213 acre main semanship program.
—Racial tension that led to an
campus or in connection with it.
These include: Faculty Hall, 'all-day convocation to air black
an eight-story classroom grievances on May 14, 1969, and
building; Regents Hall, a 10- to a six-month long court battle
story residence hall; the 11- that climaxed in U.S. District
story Price Doyle Fine Arts Court to uphold disciplinary
Center; a $1.5 million addition action taken by the board
to the university laboratory against four black students who
school; and the Hunter Hancock disrupted the annual alumni
biological station on Kentucky Homecoming Day luncheon
Nov. 6, 1971.
Lake

Dr. Richard Cunningham Joins
Houston-McDevitt Clinic Staff
Officials of the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic have announced the addition of Dr
Richard Ft. Cunningham to the
clinic staff.
Cunningham, who is in obstetrics and gynecology, has
joined in partnership with Dr.
Conrad H. Jones. Orginally
from Oklahoma City, Cunningham is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. E.R. Cunningham. He
received his B.A. degree from
Westminister College in Fulton,
Mo., in 1963.
Westminster,
at
While
Cunningham was installed as
member of Omicron Delta
Kappa, the national leadership
fraternity, and Who's Who in
and
Colleges
American
Universities. Graduating cum
laude, Cunningham was a
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Dr. Cunningham was a
charter member and founder of
Phi Rho, premedical fraternity
and editor of the campus
newspaper during his senior
year in College.
Dr. Cunningham graduated
from the University of

Watergate

L Patrick Gray Says He Was
Used, In Watergate Testimony
WASOINGTON (AP) — L.
Patrick Gray III, loyal follower
of President Nixon, says he
was used.
Gray told the Senate Watergate committee Friday of his
shame and downfall as acting

pars June 23, 1972 and told him
they were political dynamite
that should never see the light
of day.
He said he read one of the
papers before he burned them.
It was a State Department
cable implicating President
Kennedy in the slaying of South
Vietnamese President Diem in
1963. Gray said it shook him.
He didn't realize then that the
cables were fake, forged by
Hunt in an unsuccessful attempt to plant a false, antiKennedy story with a magazine
reporter.
Gray said he lied to Asst.
Atty. Gen. Henry E. Petersen,
who asked him about the Hunt
papers last April 16 after Dean
spilled the story to prosecutors.
"I slept little, if any, that
night," Gray said. The next
day he sought out Petersen and
told him the truth, he said.
the
at
speak
will
Hollis Miller
10:30 a.m. and seven p.m.
services at the University
Church of Christ on Sunday,
August 5.
The scripture reading at the
morning services will be by
Dr. Dean D. Freetly,
Robert Martin. Prayers will be
professor of psychology at
led by W.H. Brooks, and Rob
David Lipscomb College, NashGingles.
ville, Tenn., will speak on the
Bible study will be held at 9:30
subject,"What Jesus Means To
11.M.
Me," at the 10:40 a.m. services
on Sunday, August 5, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Cbrist.
scriptga reading from._
John 8- 31-2, will be by Steve
Steele. Prayers will be led by
ident of the Murray State Uni- Webb Caldwell and Floyd
versity Republican Club. He is Garland.
said by the committee to have
"To Judge Or Not To Judge,"
used the code name "Sedan will be the subject of the six
Chair II" during his in- p.m. sermon topic by Dr.
telligence gathering activities. Freely. Greg Garland will read
The code name has been re- the scripture from Matthew 7:1ferred to twice during the tele- 5,and prayers will be led by Ted
vised hearings.
Howard and David Wright.
McMinoway's Louisville atJohnny Bohannon will make
torney, Frank Haddad, said his the announcements and Alan
client had not yet been asked, Jones will direct the song
but said McMinoway probably service.
would respond to requests withBible study will be held at 9:45
out a subpoena.
a.m.
Cook wrote to Senate Committee Chairman Sam Ervin,
The total land area of the
D-N.C., in June suggesting an United Kingdom, excluding inInvestigation of McMinoway's land water, is 93,025 square
alleged activities.
miles.

FBI director, a post he quit
April 27 when it was made public that he destroyed papers
from the White House safe of
wiretapper E. Howard Hunt.
Gray read slowly from a 51page statement, speaking in a
near monotone, showing little
outward sign of emotion.
Adding a few pew details, he
said he burned the papers with
some Christmas wrappings at
his home in Stonington, Comm.,
last December.
He said he believed he was
acting .on orders of White
House aides John W. Dean and
John D. Ehrlichman. He said
they gave him two sets of pa-

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — President Nixon has proposed a major overhaul of the country's
banking system to raise interest rates on savings deposits
and make it easier to buy a
home.
Nixon proposed lifting over a
5'2 year period the 5 to 544 per
cent ceiling on interest rates
that banks and savings and
loan associations can pay on
"The Greatest Bargain" will
savings deposits.
be the subject of the sermon by
He called the existing system
Dr. Richard ft. Cunningham
Rev. Jerrell White, minister of
outmoded and said the interest
the Memorial Baptist Church,
limitations often forced inLouisville Medical School in
vestors to go elsewhere with
1967, and was in the Phi Chi at the 10:50 a.m. services on
their money to get a higher reMedical Fraternity and a Sunday, August 5, at the church.
turn.
member of SAMA, Students of
His scripture will be from
This, said Nixon, "created
American Medical Association. Isaiah 55:1-7. The children's
unnecessarily severe burdens
He also graduated from sermon will precede the special
for the business community and
medical school cum laude. Dr. music at the morning services.
the consuming public."
Cunningham did one year of Claude Miller 1601 Martins
A main goal of Nixon's bankrotating internship at Louisville Chapel Road will be serving as
ing package, said adminisGeneral Hospital, where he was the deacon of the week.
tration officials Friday, is to
awarded the outstanding inThe ordinance of The Lord's
guarantee a consistent flow of
ternship award.
will be observed at the
Supper
money into banks and savings
Stationed in Germany with 7;30 p.m. services on Sunday.
and lean associations. This will
the U.S. Air Force from 1968-70,
Church School will be at 9:40
assure that the financial inDr. Cunningham also did his a.m. and Church Training will
stitutions, hi turn, have enough
Parkland be at 6:30 p.m.
at
residency
money to make loans and offer
Memorial Hospital in Dallas,
The meeting of the deacons
reasonable
at
home mortgages
Tex., the teaching hospital of and pastor will be held at 7:30
rates even during periods of
the University of Texas South- p.m. on Monday.
tight money, they said.
Holy Communion will be western Medical School. While
deputy
Simon,
E.
William
celebrated by the First United there, he was chief resident in
a easury secretary, said a ma- Methodist Church at the 8:45 1973.
Or goal of the package was as- and 10:50 a.m. services, on
Besides his own training, he
suring adequate funds for home Sunday, Auguat 5.
taught and conducted two-years
mortgages.
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., and of research in gynecological
"We are in a period that Rev. Morrison C. Galloway will
cancer. Through this work he
could be classified as an inter- be leaders for the worship was voted into the American
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
est rate crunch." he said.
services.
an Marlow Cook, R-Ky., said FriCancer Society as
The administration also recChurch School will be held associated member, and was day that Michael McMinoway,
ommended tax credits for between the morning services.
a. research fellow in that a Louisville private detective
banks and thrift institutions as
allegedly involved in political
seekty.
High
will
UNIYF
The
Junior
an added inducement to offer
in his residency, Dr. espionage during the 1972 presiWhile
in
social
three
meet
the
p.m.
at
home mortgages.
Cunningham became an expert dential campaign, will be called
Other major features include: hall for a social hour and a sack
WASHINGTON 1AP — An
Bayh inserted the letters into
in the field of microscopic in- before the Senate Watergate
—A proposal to permit savFBI informer may have pulled the Congressional Record Frivestigation of precancerous Committee.
will
UMYF
High
Senior
The
the trigger that set off a fusil- day, the same day Richardson ings and loan associations to ofCook said the staff of the
diseases in gynecology and was
ball
seven
at
the
in
social
meet
service.
account
checking
lade killing four Kent State announced the Justice Depart- fer
full membership in committee had contacted his ofa
awarded
for
the
to
make
slides
p.m.
—Proposed authorization for
University students in 1970, ment was reopening its investion
for
information
to be the American Society of fice
financial institutions to offer so- Louisville program
Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., says.
a
him
told
and
26,
gation into the deaths.
McMinoway,
and
py
Colposco
at
session
a
jam
followed by
In a letter to Atty. Gen. Elliot
Richardson said he wants "to called NOW accounts which, in 8:30 p.m.
the letter is being prepared asking
Copomicroscopy and
L. Richardson, Bayh said that make sure the department effect, are interest-bearing
American Board of Colposcopy. McMinoway to supply informaMr. and Mrs. Marshall Henry
the possibility was raised in let- knows as much as can possibly checking accounts.
Dr. Cunningham is married to tion about his alleged activities
—A recommendation that in- kre now serving as Communion
ters sent to him by three Ohio be learned as to whether there
the former Kay Vogt of connected with the committee's
Mr.
church.
the
removed
be
for
ceilings
stewards
National Guardsmen.
"ere violations of federal law terest rate
Oklahoma, and will have his probe of the Watergate breakon mortgage loans by the Fed- and Mrs. Gilbert Searfos have
The three were in a skirmish in this matter."
floor of the in.
and served in this place of service office on the second
line that fired a 13-second burst
McMinoway is a former presJ. Stanley Pottinger, the as- eral Home Administration
clinic with Dr. Jones.
years.
These
seven
Administration.
past
the
Veterans
for
of bullets into a group of stu- sistant attorney general who
a
dents demonstrating against will conduct the investigation, ceilings are said to have been
THE GOVERNMENT OF
(RETAIN THIS WORKSHEET)
President Nixon's decision to said he asked for permission to failure at holding down home
send troops into Cambodia. renew the investigation because mortgage rates.
MURRAY CITY
--Giving credit unions wider
Nine other students were he was dissatisfied with some
TREASURY
funds.
loan
to
access
THE
OF
DEPARTMENT
REVENUE SHARING PAYMENT
ITS
HAS
USED
wounded in the May 4, 1e70 in- aspects of the original probe.
OFACEOF REVENUE SHARING
Nixon said under the current
FOR THE PERIOD BEGINNING
cident on the Kent State
The Ohio National Guard said
MOO PENNSYLVANIA AVE N W
on savcampus.
shortly after the shooting that system where interest
WASHINGTON DC 20226
ENDING
,JUN 30, 1973
"the
JaN 1: 1973
limited,
is
deposits
ing
EOM broke out in response to
a
denied
was
consumer-saver
IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER BASED UPON A
1814ter fire. Later, officers said
Oflittiow -)iat INS availability of revenue sharing funds affected the
on his savUwe was no evidence of snip- fair market return
reguIrements of your iurisdiction 7
botrowmg
and
TOTAL PAYMENT OF
ings while the consumer
$278: 080
Rev. Charles Love of Abilene,
ing.
as borrow- Texas, will be the guest speaker
NO EFFECT
In his letter to Richardson, small businessman,
AVOIDED DEBT INCREASE
ACCOUNT NO
not obtain ade- at the 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 pm
Bayh said the letters from the ers. often could
TOO SOON TO
their re- services at the First Baptist
INCREASE
DEBT
meet
to
funds
quate
LESSENED
18
2 013 003
EFFECT
PREDICT
guardsmen "seem to indicate
Church on Sunday, August 5. V
that it Is possible that it was in quirements."
"
dr
diailab.1,ty
.
tTY
e
PlURRI3V
mannedf-TM-thorviduei'i of the following
He said unless the ceilings
The speaker is a foreign ON TAXES In
fact (FBI informer Terrence
Revenue Sharing Funds affsci the las levels Or your AIM.
more and more missionary in Guyana (Old
removed,
were
Check as many as appiythcbora
first
fired
the
who
B.) Norman
CITY HALL OUILDING
persons would take their money British Guina) who is now on
pota
OF
RATE
AMOUNT
REDUCED
THE
Mrs. Gordon ( Ethelyn )
ENABLED REDuCING
42071
MURRAY KENTUCKY
out of savings accounts and the furlough. He is a native of west
TAX
A
OF
MAJOR
of
the
INCREASE
Bayh
commander
said
TAX
MAJOR
A
OF
Loberger has been named as
money into banks and Kentucky and is a graduate of
of
flow
one
Pie
of_
Netienat uarel.cernnew Neighborhood chairman
I ifTEVENTIutriLpfroosim
NO EFFECT ON TAX LEVELS
savings and loan asSociations Southwestern geminary;--raft7
RATE OF A MAJOR TAX
for the Murray Neighborhood .ponies at Kent State wrote him could begin drying up.
Texas.
Worth,
27
and
July
said,
en"Four
Girl Scouts.
c PREVENTED ENACTING
TOO SOON TO PREDICT EFFECT
Rev. Love, a former fri
. .
A NEW MA IOR TAX
The new chairman has served listed men made the following
E.
Richard
Rev.
of
classmate
toran
Norman
'As
statement,
at
leader
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
trooper
.a
as
one year
OPERATING/MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES
Walker, church pastor, at Fort •
the University School, and has ward ow- lines, people were
PERCENT USED FOR
PlaCiat
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
the
in
PRIORITY
Worth, will be speaking
trStO FOR
PURPOSE
DEBT
LABO
Worked two summers at Day chasing him yelling, "step that
MAW Wag
EXPENDITURES
EXPENDITURES
EXPENDITURE
is
who
Walker
Rev.
of
absence
EDUIPMENT
ACQUISITION RETIREMENT
VAULT
1E1
fltiSTING
Of
Camp serving as co-director man—he killed someone."'
IF/
181
CATEGORIES IA)
SERIACES
in
IGI
with
Montana,
Deer,
Lame
in
"Another man, a lieutenant,
last summer.
10 MISLTI.
Summer Indian Missions team ,Street Lights
PURPOSE AND
Mrs. Loberger was also in- overheard Norman tell the
5 17,997.63
Boone, Jr., vice- from the First Church.
PUBLIC SAFETY
no%
$ 1,468.59
B.
0.
GENERAL GOVT
strumental in getting the campus police, 'I think I shot chairman of the board of the
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